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The paper deals with the problem of teaching writing the students of technical specialties in the conditions of interdisciplinarity. The achievements in the field of teaching writing are given. The effective ways of writing texts by the students of higher technical educational institutions are considered. To achieve successful and effective written communication it is necessary to pay attention to the audience; the purpose of writing; researching the topic; focusing the ideas; information organization and content. The audience backgrounds, interests, the level of education and familiarity with the subject have to be taken into consideration by authors. For defining the purposes of the texts it is necessary to follow the scheme "style → genre → sub-purposes". Researching the topic means collecting information from different sources and processing it. Gathering information is realized on the base of the interdisciplinary approach. The Internet is considered to be the dynamic environment that suggests various information for writing. There are different ways of searching information on the Internet: the search by topics; the keyword search (with the help of search engines or a metasearch engine); the search by links. For focusing the ideas it is possible to use different tools such as brainstorming, freewriting and mindmap. Information organization of the text is considered as the structural foundation of writing that guides readers through the text and helps them to understand the progression of author’s thoughts. It focuses on the structure of the text and using connective elements.
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Introduction. Nowadays the rapid changes in the information area and interdisciplinarity of contemporary science influence on educational processes in the higher technical educational institutions that are the base of the future high-tech innovative development of Ukraine. That is why training highly qualified specialists that can become competitive and meet the needs of the society is the main aim of educational policy. Experience, skills in a certain technical field of knowledge and mastering foreign languages are the key points of specialists’ qualification.

Teaching foreign languages in higher technical educational institutions is closely connected with training technical disciplines. All the foreign authentic material from different subjects starting with physics and mathematics and ending by, for instance, information security, is vocational oriented. Furthermore, the material in a foreign language is presented as it appears on the lectures and practical classes of the fundamental and vocational oriented disciplines in the mother tongue of the students. So, the foreign language combines not only humanitarian knowledge but also technical ones.

The foreign language acquisition involves the ability to communicate in oral and written forms. Now with the development of information technologies in the field of professional communication the role of English writing is increasing. It is an inseparable part of teaching English the students of technical specialties. Studying at the university the students learn how to write various texts from essays and newspaper articles to letters, resumes, research papers, etc. with the aim of solving different learning and professional tasks.

Various issues connected with teaching writing have been considered by scientists and methodologists: J. Harmer (defined writing as a process) [2]; K. Heritage (recommended the stages of the reports writing) [3]; R. M. Howard (focused on the collaborative pedagogy) [5]; P. B. Lowry, A. Curtis and M. R. Lowry (suggested a taxonomy of collaborative writing) [7]; D. E. Zemach and L. A. Rumisek (described the ways of essay writing) [10] and others. Nevertheless, the issues connected with teaching writing the technical students are still open for investigation.

So, the aim of this paper is to outline the effective ways of writing texts by the students of higher technical educational institutions in the conditions of interdisciplinary teaching.

Overview. In fact, writing is known to be one of the most important means of communication. Written communication can be realized only through interaction between two or more participants where one of them is a writer and the other one(s) – a reader / readers. And to
communicate successfully it is necessary to understand the ways of creating texts in the written form by the students of technical specialties.

Let’s consider the effective ways of technical written communication. The word effective in the context of writing means having the clear, accurate, concise logically organized and complete text. To achieve successful and effective written communication a writer / an author has to pay attention to:

- the audience;
- the purpose of writing (style → genre → sub-purposes);
- researching the topic;
- focusing the ideas;
- information organization and content.

The first point in the list is the audience to which the written product is addressed. The purpose of writing isn’t only connected with doing a certain task in the written form but also realizing the long-range purpose – to communicate to a particular audience. It means that the writer or the author has to know the potential readers who are going to read the information. The author should consider audience backgrounds, interests, the level of education, familiarity with the subject.

The audience of the students of higher technical educational institutions has concerns from theoretical points to actual practical scientific research in academic laboratories. And the more thoroughly the writer chooses and expresses information, the better the reader understands the suggested information.

The next point is to understand the purpose of writing that means why the student writes. Written communication supposes achieving some aims. The methodical literature suggests different classifications of aims. For instance, A. S. Hill outlines the following modes: description (people or things), narration (acts or events), exposition (analysis or explanation) and argument (conviction or influence) [4]. At the same time B. Wasko uses the same three purposes except the last one. Instead of argument he suggests the purpose of persuasion which means persuasive writing [9].

D. Zimmerman mentions that scientific and technical writing can be differentiated as being either informational or instructional in purpose. Nevertheless, the scientist defines the third category – documentation for legal purposes. Also, the scientists think that the author can write to express, explore, entertain, inform / explain, argue for or against an idea / persuade, evaluate / problem solve, mediate / negotiate [11]. R. Johnson-Sheehan and Ch. Paine differentiate two purposes (to be informative or to be persuasive) which can be broaden to more specific purposes. So, the informative purpose includes: to inform, to describe, to define, to review, to notify, to instruct, to advise, to announce, to explain, to demonstrate, to illustrate. The persuasive purpose contains the following: to persuade, to convince, to influence, to argue, to recommend, to change, to advocate, to urge, to defend, to justify, to support [6]. All these classifications of writing purposes present different approaches to create the texts in various genres.

To be more precise in defining the purposes of the texts it is necessary to follow the scheme “style → genre → sub-purposes” (see Table 1). Taking into consideration the fact that technical students study how to write different types of texts it is necessary to define the style, genre and then sub-purposes of these texts. Most of the texts can be joined into three groups of style. They are scientific, official and publicistic. According to these styles, it is possible to outline the genres of the texts and their sub-purposes.

For example, such texts as a research paper, a summary, a report, a thesis, a specification, a review and conference proceedings belong to the scientific style and are written by students with the research aim that allows them to solve the specific purposes in their texts, for example, to explain, to define, to classify, to contrast, to generalize, to evaluate, to summarize, to describe, to illustrate, to prove, to instruct, to analyse.

Also, the students get knowledge how to create business letters, Curriculum Vitae and bibliography that are referred to the official style. So, the main aim of such texts is informational
that can be broaden to sub-aims: to give information, to complain, to apply for, to advise, to recommend, to record.

Such texts as essays, blog posts, entries that belong to the publicistic style have an *educational* purpose with its sub-purposes to express, to influence, to convince, to persuade, etc.

However, writing a research paper students not only follow the aim to analyse some data but also to inform the reader about his/her achievements. That is why the methodologists think that the writers can combine different purposes in the text.

The next important point that provides the effectiveness in writing is *researching the topic*. It means gathering the relevant information from papers and electronic books, newspapers, videos, etc. and processing it. The collection of information can be carried out on the base of the interdisciplinary approach which includes considering frontier and complex objects representing the subject of research for a variety of fundamental and vocational oriented disciplines.

**STYLES, GENRES AND SUB-PURPOSES OF THE TEXTS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STYLES</th>
<th>GENRES</th>
<th>SUB-PURPOSES OF THE TEXTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>scientific</td>
<td>report, thesis, instruction, specification, abstract, summary, research paper, resume, review, conference proceeding</td>
<td>✓ to inform ✓ to explore ✓ to explain ✓ to define ✓ to classify ✓ to contrast and compare ✓ to generalize ✓ to evaluate ✓ to summarize ✓ to describe ✓ to illustrate ✓ to prove ✓ to instruct ✓ to analyse ✓ to review ✓ to systematize ✓ to give information ✓ to record ✓ to advise ✓ to provide / make suggestions ✓ to complain ✓ to apologise ✓ to review ✓ to apply for ✓ to respond</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>official</td>
<td>business letter, Curriculum Vitae, bibliography</td>
<td>✓ to educate ✓ to inform ✓ to influence ✓ to convince ✓ to persuade ✓ to demonstrate understanding ✓ to explain ✓ to compare and contrast ✓ to identify a problem and propose a solution ✓ to express a personal opinion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>publicistic</td>
<td>essay, blog post, entry</td>
<td>✓ to educate ✓ to inform ✓ to influence ✓ to convince ✓ to persuade ✓ to demonstrate understanding ✓ to explain ✓ to compare and contrast ✓ to identify a problem and propose a solution ✓ to express a personal opinion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Internet, as one of the most important and richest sources of information, is considered to be the dynamic environment, in which information is constantly appears and disappears.

Nevertheless, the task of search and selection sometimes appears a complicated task. That is why the author has to outline the points important for the search. For example, to define the known facts of the problem, that the author is looking for; to find general or specific information about the topic; etc.

There are different ways of searching information on the Internet. Among them there is the search by topics. This type of search is used, as a rule, in cases where it is known only the search direction and the need to have a general idea of the resources available on a given topic. In this case, the thematic collection of search sites can be used.

The next way is the keyword search that is realized by search engines. This type of search is the most flexible and powerful and allows the author to search for information on the Web devoted
to the most diverse, including highly specialized topic. At the same time, the choice of keywords to help users quickly to find exactly what they need rather complicated.

The keyword search can also be performed using a metasearch engine. Metasearch engines transmit one query to multiple search engines at the same time enabling to search for information in multiple databases.

The search by links is also an acceptable way of looking for information. Internet sites are known to be linked via hyperlinks. This search method is rather time consuming, but often brings good results.

After finding necessary information it is necessary to process it: taking notes, paraphrasing, using quotations, etc.

For **focusing the ideas** it is possible to use different tools such as brainstorming (the process for generating ideas around a specific topic), freewriting (a pre-writing tool, that supposes writing ideas without regarding spelling and grammar rules) or mindmap (a diagram of ideas created around one problem).

**The fifth point is information organization and content.** Organization of the text can be considered as the structural foundation of writing that guides readers through the text and helps them to understand the progression of author's thoughts. It focuses on the structure of the text and using connective elements.

As a rule, the structure of the text includes the introduction, the main body and conclusions. The aim of the introduction is to direct readers to the purpose of writing, to show the importance of the topic, to interest the readers to read further. To draw attention of readers in the opening sentences, the author can give a thesis or suggest innovative ideas, descriptions, interesting thoughts, etc. The main body covers factual information that is developed in separate paragraphs. Conclusions summarize information in several ways: to repeat the statement reflected in the text; to outline perspectives; to make recommendations.

Using connective elements gives an opportunity the author to present the text as linked, complete and developed in clear progression paragraphing (all the paragraphs are connected with the basic statement of the text), logical expression of ideas (supporting arguments, using examples, linking words, structuring the sentences in which the second part is a focus of the next sentence).

Content of the text should be characterized as concise, precise, relevant, complete, well-organized and illustrated (tables, diagrams, quotations, figures) which are achieved by using sequence, analysing, generalizing, comparison, description, cause and effect, contrast, etc.

**Conclusions.** To sum up, it is evident from the above points that the effectiveness in students' writing in the conditions of interdisciplinarity can be achieved due to taking into consideration the audience, the purpose of writing (style → genre → sub-purposes); researching the topic; focusing the ideas; information organization and content.

The next our step in researching the ways of effective and successful writing is considering the techniques of revising, editing and proofreading.
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